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Abstract

While economists have neglected procedures for a long time, other social scientists early established a substantial research program. By now, there exists a large gap between a sheer bulk of empirical, experimental, and theoretical studies by non-economists and the fact that there is hardly any economic research on procedures. We argue that due to clear evidence for procedures influencing human decision-making, economists can not remain silent about procedural aspects of strategic interactions any longer. There is an important research agenda to be developed.

This survey article is intended to discuss an important approach by which the standard economic model, which is based on consequentialist preferences, needs to be enriched: not only outcomes shape human behavior but also the way in which decisions are taken. Behavioral economics may serve as an important link. Its aim is to integrate insights of cognitive and social psychologists as well as experimental economists with neoclassical economic theory. We argue that experimental economics should increase its efforts to identify procedural effects and that these experiments should be more incorporated in the theoretical literature as part of an ongoing dialogue between theorists and experimentalists. Among procedural aspects, procedural fairness suggests itself to become an integrative part. To highlight the need for rethinking the standard economic approach we review social science literature on procedural effects, with a special focus on experimental economics and inspired theory-building.
1 Introduction

Experimental economics is among the fastest growing areas of economic research. The field has evolved over the past decades both in terms of the methods it employs and the increasing range of economic phenomena it addresses. A topic currently attracting growing attention is the issue of procedures, i.e. the way that results in a certain outcome. Indeed, any decision in human interactions is inherently associated with a procedure. It is impossible to take a decision without deciding first on how to take it (Sebald, 2007a).

Judgments about a procedure might entail questions such as the following (Deutsch, 1975): Who gets to divide the money? Why? How were these things decided? To what degree did each party take part in the decision-making? Various procedural aspects that affect human decision-making have been identified. All of them show that people seem to care not only about outcomes themselves but also about how they emerged in the first place. With their pioneering research, Thibaut and Walker (1975) established the procedural fairness hypothesis: Disputants are more satisfied with and willing to voluntarily accept decisions that are the result of a fair procedure. A large literature found procedural fairness judgments having a distinct influence upon the acceptance of decisions and obedience toward rules, policies, and laws, as well as upon people’s willingness to engage in cooperative actions within groups, organizations and societies.

While experimental economists only recently started to address procedu-

---

1Following Greenberg (1990), procedural fairness is concerned with the perceived fairness of the process or system by which distribution decisions are made and implemented. Economists mostly speak of procedural fairness, while psychologists and lawyers seem to prefer the term procedural justice. We consider these expressions to be synonyms (see also Van den Bos and Lind (2002)).
eral questions, this literature has grown enormously in other social sciences. Indeed, procedures have been shown to matter in a broad range of areas and settings (for an overview, see Frey and Stutzer (2001) and Frey et al. (2004)).

In the realm of economics, procedures are of particular importance for analyzing the behavior of consumers and workers. In the case of consumers it has been shown in a survey-based study by Maxwell (2002) that the knowledge of how a price is determined has a significant effect on how the price is being perceived. In organizational contexts, there exists a large literature on distinct concerns for procedural fairness (see Cohen-Charash and Spector (2001) and Konovsky (2000) for reviews). For example, procedural fairness evaluations influence negative employee behavior, e.g. theft (Greenberg, 1990), as well as employees’ job satisfaction and organizational commitment (Lowe and Vodanovich, 1995), organizational change (Tyler and De Cremer, 2005), turnover intentions (Olkkonen and Lipponen, 2006), mentoring relationships (Richard et al., 2002), and may serve as indicator for trust (Lengfeld and Krause, 2006). Whereas fair procedures generally trigger positive responses, the opposite may be true as well. The implementation of participation in the decision-making process (usually assumed to increase procedural fairness) has been shown to result in negative effects: when decision makers fail to respond to inputs, perceptions of unfairness may be higher than if inputs had not been solicited at all (Greenberg and Folger, 1983).

Procedural aspects within polity and society have also been shown to be important. It is, for example, a well-known fact that people expect a

---

2Procedural aspects have not only been demonstrated to matter in various settings, but also in a wide range of methodologies (including panel surveys, questionnaire studies, and psychometric work) and cultures (see MacCoun (2005) for a survey).
fair political process (like having the right to participate) within democratic institutions. For example, government policies which aim on overcoming individuals’ resistance to controversial projects (e.g. the construction of power plants) tend to be most successful if people feel that the process honors their concerns and is therefore perceived as fair (Oberholzer-Gee et al., 1995). Research on tax compliance and tax evasion has also shown that the way taxpayers are treated, e.g. with respect and dignity, significantly influences their willingness to pay taxes (Feld and Frey, 2002, 2007). Last but not least, people’s willingness to engage in cooperative actions within groups, organizations and societies has been shown to significantly depend on procedural fairness judgments (Tyler and Blader, 2000).

Another important area where procedures are of prime importance is law. Various studies found that people react adversely to unfair legal procedures, irrespective of the objective judgment made by the court. People rather obey a decision if they regard the authority that made the decision as legitimate and entitled to be obeyed, irrespective of their own judgment about the decision (Tyler and Lind, 2000; Tyler and Mitchell, 1994). Indeed, people seem to link their fairness evaluation of a procedure with the legitimacy of authorities and to make their subsequent compliance behavior dependent thereon (see Tyler et al. (1997) for an overview). Thus, the effectiveness of legal authorities depends upon citizens’ procedural fairness judgments.

We review some of these aspects in more detail below. This survey article is intended to give the reader an idea of the large gap between the existing evidence on procedural concerns provided mostly by psychologists and the neglect thereof by standard economic theory. Behavioral economics may serve as an important link. It aims on integrating insights derived by cognitive and social psychologists as well as experimental economists with
neoclassical economic theory. We argue that experimental economics, a method of empirical investigation in a highly controlled environment, should increase its efforts to identify procedural effects and thus help enrich the standard economic model. In order to highlight the need for rethinking the standard economic consequentialist approach we review findings from the social sciences that have a potential application for human decision-making, present a classification, and discuss the most prominent theories in the field (chapter 2). As the predestined method to study these procedural effects in the realm of economics seems to be the experimental method, we discuss previous findings in chapter 3. Section 4 briefly presents recent efforts to integrate individuals’ procedural concerns into economic models, and section 5 offers a conclusion.

2 Procedures in social sciences

There is substantial empirical evidence and increasing recognition that not only outcomes but also procedures leading to them can affect people’s utility from and their reactions to those decisions. However, there is still a large gap between a sheer bulk of empirical, experimental, and theoretical studies by non-economists and the fact that economists begun to investigate the role of procedures only recently. Whereas many social scientists, from psychologists and sociologists to political scientists and legal scholars, early started to raise procedural issues, economists have remained silent for a long time. Today, there is increasing recognition that rethinking the standard economic consequentialist approach is necessary. Sen (1995, 1997), for example, has repeatedly argued that economic models should combine preferences for outcomes with those for processes.

In this chapter, we focus on the basic findings in the social sciences,
thereby paying special attention to fundamental psychological research on procedural effects. Among any procedural aspects, procedural fairness judgments are especially emphasized, and thus we focus on them, as well. This chapter has three aims. The first is to identify and classify potentially relevant procedural characteristics. The second aim is to consider the reasons why procedures matter. The third is to review the effects of procedural considerations on people’s utility and on their behavior.

2.1 Relevant procedural characteristics: what matters?

Procedural fairness can be seen to be the most thoroughly researched aspect among procedural effects. A large literature provides answers to what constitutes a fair procedure.\(^3\) Leventhal (1980) distinguishes between six different procedural characteristics of fair processes: representativeness, consistency, correctability, bias suppression, accuracy, and ethicality. Each characteristic may be of a higher or lower value. Representation rights, for example, may vary from voice to participation, i.e. from the opportunity to be heard before the decision is made to direct involvement in bringing about a decision.\(^4\)

In their seminal paper, Bies and Moag (1986) emphasize the decision maker’s role and add the concept of interactional fairness.\(^5\) They state that

---

3 See, e.g., the seminal works of Thibaut and Walker (1975) or Lind and Tyler (1988) where different procedural characteristics have been discussed at some length.

4 Note that in the literature, voice is sometimes used in a less narrow sense in that it is a mere synonym to representativeness. Anand 2001 defines voice as the extent to which a person has control over a decision. Folger (1977) defines voice as the extent to which opinions and preferences of affected parties are considered in the decision-making process.

5 Whereas some studies highlight distinctions between procedural and interactional fairness (e.g., Bies, 2001; Cohen-Charash and Spector, 2001), others (e.g., Greenberg, 1990; Lind and Tyler, 1988; Tyler and Bies, 1990) argue that interactional fairness should be subsumed under the rubric of a broader conceptualization of procedural fairness, an approach which we will follow throughout.
while obviously people are clearly concerned about the fairness of outcomes and formal procedures, they are also concerned about the interpersonal treatment they receive during the process. The authors identify four criteria for interactional fairness: respect, propriety, truthfulness and justification. These criteria have also been shown to explain perceptions of process-related fairness partially (e.g., Colquitt et al., 2001). Dolan et al. (2007) systematically evaluate the literature on procedural fairness and identify six broad procedural characteristic categories: voice, neutrality, consistency, accuracy, reversibility and transparency. This short list of definitions should give the reader an understanding of the complexity of what may constitute a fair procedure.

Yet, despite these comprehensive classifications, the general understanding of the importance of various procedural characteristics and their interactional effects remains limited. The characteristics are described in a variety of ways making it thus difficult to compare findings across studies. Besides, only few studies provide data on more than one of the procedural characteristics and none provides information on trade-offs (see Dolan et al., 2007). Others (e.g., Sondak and Tyler, 2007) collect questionnaire data on various characteristics, but combine them into an overall index. Empirical evidence on the relative importance of different procedural characteristics as well as its interactive effects has been identified as a future challenge (e.g., Leventhal, 1980; Skarlicki and Folger, 1997) but is still limited. One exception is a meta-analysis by Colquitt et al. (2001). They find that voice explains 26% of the variance in perceptions of procedural fairness. When controlling

---

6 Dolan et al. (2007) use keyword searches of electronic databases and hand searches of specific journals and papers by selected authors. They identify a total of 107 articles and books from across a range of decision-making contexts based on a systematic literature review.
for voice, the Leventhal criteria mentioned above explain an additional 21% of the variance in procedural fairness perceptions. Further research in this direction would help to identify those procedural characteristics which matter most for procedural fairness judgments. Hereby deduced results would be an asset for advising decision makers within organizations and society on how to shape institutions to bring about desired reactions (e.g. acceptance of decisions or obedience towards rules). Sondak and Tyler (2007) note that procedural design has successfully been implemented in the realm of dispute resolution institutions. As studies have shown that people evaluate procedural elements associated with mediation to be fairer than those associated with arbitration or formal trials (Tyler, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1997), the legal system has increasingly adopted mediation processes. This change resulted in increased satisfaction with the legal system and greater willingness of disputants to defer to third party dispute resolution decisions.

Thus, separating various procedural characteristics can be of value. Research also suggests, though, that these characteristics interact to affect individuals’ fairness perceptions and subsequent behaviors. In the following, we will focus on procedures per se and discuss of what importance they are.

2.2 Why do people care about procedures?

It has been shown that procedures with their various characteristics play an important role in human decision-making. Possible reasons why procedures matter can be grouped into two rough categories (e.g., Konow, 2003): (1) procedures as means for fair/favorable outcomes (instrumental, consequentialist or direct reason), and (2) procedures as aim independent of therewith achieved outcomes (non-instrumental, expressive, proceduralist or indirect
Reason (1) states that people care about procedures because they affect outcomes. In their classic work on procedural fairness, John Thibaut and Laurens Walker (1975) still subscribe to this view, arguing that procedures matter because they permit people to feel that they can help mold outcomes. For example, people are more likely to appraise a procedure as being fair if it gives them control over the decision-making process. Thus, process control is not seen to matter as an end in itself but as a means to an end: a way of improving one’s prospects given the inevitability of not having full decision control. Hence, they suggest that people’s desire to express their opinion is directly linked to their view that these arguments influence the decision. Later psychological research, however, has incorporated non-instrumental reasons due to increasing evidence pointing in other motivational directions (cf. the following paragraph). On the other hand, neo-classic economic theory (especially traditional welfare economics) still values procedures only to the extent to which they promote utility-leading outcomes as standard models are based on utilitarianism, which requires that every choice is judged only by the consequent states of affairs.

Reason (2) is based on the idea that people may also attribute an intrinsic value to the process itself. Political scientists (e.g., Lane, 1988) early started to argue that the democratic process per se provides utility to citizens. A proceduralist explanation why procedures are of prime importance has been offered by Lind and Tyler (1988) and Tyler (1990). They propose an identity-based group-value model in which they suggest that procedures

\footnote{An exception is the categorization by Dolan et al. (2007) which distinguishes between three potential reasons: (a) procedures affect outcomes, (b) procedures affect any other factors than outcomes, and (c) procedures are valued in their own right. However, Dolan et al. (2007) cannot clearly explain the differences between reason (b) and (c).}
are valued because they communicate status and inclusion in groups. By expressing their own view, people are informed of their connections with group members and authorities. In this sense, procedures may lead to positive feelings and are associated with the perceived quality of social relationships between individuals and decision-makers. *Tyler and Lind* (1992) have extended this line of thinking to the study of authority relations. They argue that people view group authorities as representatives of the group, and are therefore sensitive to how those authorities exercise their authority. Using fair procedures to exercise authority both communicates that people are respected by the group, and it also suggests that the group is worth identifying with and being involved in. Besides, it has been shown that fair procedures tend to evoke feelings of loyalty to one’s group and legitimize the authority of leaders (*Tyler* and *Belliveau*, 1995). Related research reviewed above is not restricted to perceived procedural fairness, but many other intrinsic benefits of a procedure have been identified, among them the utility gained by facing and meeting challenges, expressing oneself, using one’s talents, and reporting experiences. Note that procedures may also lower utility, for instance by being cognitively taxing, or by forcing one into making a decision (e.g., *Lane*, 1988).

Whereas a growing literature in the social sciences, especially in psychology, political science and sociology helps to shift the focus to non-instrumental issues of procedures, only few economists early admitted that people care about procedures for non-instrumental reasons (e.g. *Frey* and *Stutzer*, 2001; *Hahn*, 1982; *Ng*, 1988; *Sen*, 1995, 1997). However, as we will reveal in the following chapters, economists have begun to investigate non-instrumental roles procedures play in human decision-making.

We can summarize that the distinction between instrumental and non-
instrumental reasons has transformed the way we think about the meanings and implications of procedures. Procedures do matter not only because of their effects on outcomes but those on other factors as well. In a next step, we will discuss these non-instrumental effects in more detail.

2.3 The effects of procedures: how do they matter?

Remarkable advancements have been reached in integrating processes and outcomes by studying their interactive effects, primarily procedural fairness effects (e.g. Folger, 1984; Frey and Stutzer, 2001; Greenberg, 1986; Lind and Tyler, 1988; Sweeney and McFarlin, 1993). But when comparing procedural and outcome fairness, what matters most? Meta-analyses by Cohen-Charash and Spector (2001, 2002) and Colquitt et al. (2001) suggest that fairness judgments have independent effects on a variety of attitudinal and behavioral outcomes. MacCoun (2005) notes that in some studies, procedural fairness has better predicted attitudes toward one’s supervisors and organization, whereas distributive fairness has better predicted pay satisfaction and job satisfaction. However, as he points out, direct horse race comparisons of predictor strength between procedural and distributive fairness are problematic due to its multiplicative, interactive effects.

The psychology of justice research (most notably done by Tom Tyler, Allan Lind, and colleagues) early raised the question why people care about and react to their evaluations of the fairness or unfairness of procedures. A particular effect has attracted remarkable attention: the fair process effect (also referred to as the fair outcome effect, depending on the individual viewpoint).

The fair process effect, describing the finding that people are more likely to accept decisions when they feel that they are made via fair procedures
(Folger, 1987), is said to be extremely robust. There is a sheer bulk of support for this effect (Brockner and Wiesenfeld, 1996; Van den Bos et al., 1999). It is of particular importance for negative outcomes as a fair process enhances the perceived fairness of those unfavorable outcomes and thus results in higher satisfaction with negative outcomes. The effect is of great practical relevance because authorities’ effectiveness depends heavily on the voluntary acceptance of rules and decisions by group members (Sondak and Tyler, 2007). For example, legal authorities seek voluntary compliance with law, political officials seek voluntary payment of taxes, and managers seek acceptance of workplace rules. Lind et al. (1993), for instance, found that real-life litigants who judge the arbitration process as fair are much more likely to accept the court’s decision, irrespective of the actual instrumental outcome. Further, Tyler and Lind (2000) show that people are more likely to obey the commands of an authority if they regard the authority to be entitled to their obedience. This holds irrespective of their judgments about the authority’s decision.

The form of the process-outcome-interaction can be expressed in two different ways. From one viewpoint, process fairness mitigates the effects of outcomes, such that when process fairness is low, outcomes exert stronger effects on overall fairness perceptions. When process fairness is high, however, outcomes exert less impact on fairness perceptions. From another perspective, outcomes moderate the effects of process fairness such that when outcomes are negative, process fairness has stronger effects on fairness per-

---

8However, empirical and experimental economic evidence on the fair process effect is still rare. An exception is the study by Bischoff et al. (2008) who show by analyzing representative survey data that procedural fairness plays an important role for the acceptance of a given income distribution. Recent findings from the field of experimental economics are discussed below.
ceptions. When outcomes are favorable, however, process fairness has less impact on fairness perceptions.

Brockner and Wiesenfeld (1996) reviewed 45 studies examining the interaction between procedural fairness and outcome perceptions. The results revealed strong interaction effects in 43 samples which suggest that both effects exist. Thus, processes and outcomes have substitutable effects since people perceive overall fairness as existent as long as either the process or the outcome is fair. However, Lind and Tyler (1988) show that there is considerably more support for the mitigating effect of fair procedures on negative outcomes (fair process effect) than for the mitigating effect of fair outcomes on unfair procedures (fair outcome effect).

Of course, procedures are not similarly important to each individual; for example, Gonzales and Tyler (2008) note that procedural fairness is more important to those who believe themselves to be socially excluded, peripheral, or marginalized than to those perceiving themselves as socially included, central, and integrated. Besides, procedural fairness is found to be especially important when issues of identity and relationship are salient (Tyler and DeCremer, 2005). Brockner et al. (1995), for instance, show that the perceived favorability of outcomes depends on how they are framed. They find that when procedural fairness was high, decision frame had no effect on layoff survivors’ reactions. When it was low, survivors reacted more favorably in the positive than in the negative frame.

Two distinct theories explaining the interaction between procedures and outcomes have been proposed: referent cognitions theory (e.g. Folger, 1984, 1987) and fairness heuristic theory (Lind, 1995, 2001; Van den Bos et al., 1997). For a review on both theories, see, e.g., MacCoun (2005).

In contrast to the overwhelming majority of studies that validate the ro-
bustness of the fair process effect, some studies find under certain conditions the opposite to be true (see, e.g., Cohen, 1985; Folger, 1977; Kulik and Clark, 1993; Lind and Tyler, 1988): Fair procedures can also result in less satisfaction with negative outcomes than unfair procedures. Folger (1977) show that outcomes that improved after an opportunity for “voice” are perceived as less fair than the same outcome without voice. Voice was operationalized here as the opportunity to express to an allocator one’s own perception of just deserts. Folger referred later to this apparent contradiction to the usual finding of a positive relationship as frustration effect. Cohen (1985) suggests that the effect occurs likely in situations where allocators receive whatever amount they do not pay to recipients. He explains this with the recipients’ impression procedures including an opportunity for voice could rather serve as an insincere attempt to give the allocation the semblance of fairness than a real attempt to solicit views. In that case the recipient will not experience any enhancement of procedural fairness from the voice procedure and thus is expected to view the outcome as dissatisfying. Lind and Tyler (1988) add that the frustration effect only occur in settings where the characteristics that give the procedure a procedural fairness advantage are relatively weak.

Procedures not only provoke outcomes or influence subsequent behavior in respond to these outcomes, but may also have a value in their own. This value has been subsumed under the notion of procedural utility: The use of the preferred procedure may directly yield utility. For example, if people prefer the rule one-person-one-vote, the use of it yields immediate utility (Ng, 1988).

The idea that procedural utility can explain deviations from standard interpretations of rationality is not new. In other social sciences than eco-
nomics, procedural utility has a long tradition. It refers to the concept of Aristotelian eudaimonic well-being. However, the notion of procedural utility has received recent attention. It has been empirically shown (notably by Frey and colleagues) that people have preferences over procedures and that utility is provided if their preferences regarding the process as such are satisfied. For example, econometric analyses by Frey et al. (2004) suggest that people derive utility from mere participation in the political process. Their approach is based on self-reported and hence subjective well-being, happiness or satisfaction with life. Happiness measures outcome in the sense that a higher level is preferable to a lower level. They compare data on subjective well-being of Swiss citizens and non-nationals. Since only citizens have direct democratic rights and thus the opportunity to participate, while non-nationals are excluded, their data suggests that two-thirds of the gain in well-being is based on the possibility to be able to participate in the direct democratic process. Frey et al. (2004) add that individuals gain procedural utility in addition to outcome utility not only through actual participation but even through the mere possibility of participation. The same outcome may be evaluated differently, depending on whether it is a market outcome or the result of voting, bargaining, or command. They suggest that people are concerned about how they are treated by institutions and procedures because this has an impact on their identity and how positively (negatively) they feel about themselves.

Last but not least, decision-making procedures also convey important information about individuals’ relationships within a group and with its authorities. In their seminal work, Lind and Tyler (1988) argue that people are concerned about issues of identity and status. They suggest that people use the fairness of procedures to learn about their status and to evaluate the
degree to which they want to define their identity according to the groups to which they belong (group-value model of procedural justice).9

3 Procedures in the lab – experimental economists’ contributions

Until recently, there was a noticeable lack of evidence in economic research on the behavioral effects of procedures which was partly due to some kind of willful ignorance, partly to the difficulty of disentangling the effects of outcome and process considerations. We argue that with the rise of laboratory experiments, a powerful method that is able to clearly differentiate between both aspects has been established. All studies discussed here refer to the general issue of whether people’s motivation and subsequent behavior is affected by the process by which an allocation is reached in the presence of real incentives. There are many different procedural aspects that may have some influence; a few of them have been studied so far, the most notable ones are reviewed below, namely the roles of appointment procedures, intentions, and procedural fairness.

3.1 The role of appointment procedures

Frequently, decisions are made by decision makers, i.e. individuals or groups who decide on issues whose outcomes affect others. In these cases, decision makers have to be appointed by the preceding use of a role assignment procedure. Typically, roles in bargaining experiments (e.g. proposers and responders in ultimatum game settings) are assigned via random procedures.

9In their 1992 publication, Tyler and Lind present their relational model of authority which extends the earlier model more generally beyond decision procedures to public support of authorities and rules more generally.
In these cases, the strength of property rights seems to be accompanied by a fairness norm suggesting that all players have (more or less) the same right to a share, resulting in a high probability for 50:50 allocations. This normative right has been shown to be altered by the introduction of real effort (e.g. cracking walnuts or solving a general knowledge quiz) to obtain the pie (see, e.g., Frey and Bohnet, 1995; Ruffle, 1998). There is substantial experimental evidence on this “entitlement effect”. It says, in short, the larger an individuals’ input into obtaining a pie, the fairer it is for them to keep a large share (Fahr and Irlenbusch, 2000; Frey and Bohnet, 1995c).

Hoffman and Spitzer (1985) and Hoffman et al. (1994), for example, show that proposers offer less and responders accept more unequal offers whenever the role of the proposer was earned (e.g. by scoring high on a general knowledge quiz) rather than randomly assigned. Further evidence is provided by Cherry et al. (2002) who conduct a dictator game with earned surplus and high anonymity and observe that 95% of the dictators keep the whole amount at stake.

In a three-player ultimatum game, Grimalda et al. (2008a) implement a particular procedural characteristic by varying the degree of participation: in the non-participation treatment, a proposer is randomly selected ex ante, and she becomes the only person to propose a division of the pie. In the participation treatment, all of the three group members, individually and simultaneously, make a proposal. One proposal among the three is then selected by a random draw, and the responders decide whether to accept or reject by majority vote. The authors emphasize that these two treatments are strategically equivalent in the sense that the expected payoffs are ceteris paribus the same. They find only weak evidence that participation makes a difference: after players have gained some experience, proposers seem to
demand less, and responders seem to concede less in the participation treatment which might be due to an entitlement effect. The authors conjecture that the effect of a higher number of institutions allowing more participation in the decision-making process also brings about more “socially responsible” behavior in the players and more equality in payoff distribution. They note that at the same time, however, this effect may also result in more conflict, as individuals are less prone to accept unequal offers from the proposer.

Backes-Gellner et al. (2008) recently criticized that many experimental games were not appropriate to represent real relationships (e.g. in the realm of employment). Brandts et al. (2006) meet these concerns by introducing a role allocation beyond chance or effort, i.e. they test whether a selection procedure on the basis of information about personal characteristics may not only have an allocative impact, but may also cause other effects. They find that the very fact that people are selected on the basis of information about their personal characteristics results in lower demands compared to situations in which people are randomly determined. They provide statistical evidence for two different effects. First, knowingly selected allocators keep less for themselves than randomly selected ones (“I-want-YOU effect”). This effect has weakly been confirmed in round 1, but not in the following rounds. Second, selected players reward the selecting player more generously than a third party involved (“gratitude effect”) with weak statistical significance in the first round but not in the following rounds.

Mertins (2008) and Albert et al. (2008) study another aspect of appointment procedures. They test whether individuals’ procedural satisfaction, and their procedural fairness judgments on appointment procedures affect people’s behavior. Albert et al. (2008) focus on both, responders’ and proposers’ behavior. They show that proposers claim significantly less if
they were chosen by majority vote (which implies the satisfaction of the responders’ group preferences regarding the proposer’s appointment procedure) thus confirming the result by Brandts et al. (2006) within a different framework. Furthermore, Mertins (2008) and Albert et al. (2008) show that the behavior of responders also depends on procedural satisfaction. Responders’ demands vary depending on whether proposers obtain their roles with or without the responders’ support: procedural satisfaction results in stronger resistance against various outcomes. People rather seem to accept decisions made by proposers which they have not supported (individually or by majority vote). As discussed before, this counterintuitive finding may be explained by the “frustration effect” (see, e.g., Folger, 1977; Lind and Tyler, 1988). Besides, the judgment whether a procedure is seen to be the fairer one out of two did not prove to significantly effect different reactions to outcomes.

3.2 The role of intentions

Numerous findings in experimental economics suggest that individuals deviate from the standard economic model in having strong social preferences (e.g. DellaVigna, forthcoming). That is, people care about fairness, equity, and reciprocity (for an overview, see Camerer, 2003; Kagel and Roth, 1995). However, there is disagreement within the scientific community whether outcome preferences are sufficient to predict the reciprocal actions observed, or whether it is necessary to account for intentions to measure reciprocal response. People might care not only about outcomes but also about intentions underlying distributional decisions.

Two different procedural settings are feasible to study the effects of intentions. First, responders receive information about which alternatives were
available to proposers. The alternatives not chosen may yield information about the intention or attitude of the decision-maker, which in turn may trigger reciprocal behavior. Second, the same outcome may be chosen by either a human decision-maker or a random procedure. The former is assumed to act with consciousness, thus may be perceived as intentional while the latter is assumed not to be perceived as intentional.

Experimental evidence on the role of intentions is mixed. For example, Charness (2004) and Offerman (2002) find little or no evidence that the attribution of fairness intentions matters in the domain of positively reciprocal behavior, i.e. reward. Blount (1995) and Offerman (2002) find weak evidence that it matters in the domain of negatively reciprocal behavior, i.e. punishment. Bolton et al. (1998) report on an experiment that allows studying both positive and negative reciprocal action in a single framework. In the reward treatment, results can fully be explained by outcome (instead of procedural) considerations. For the punishment treatment, there is some evidence that intentions might play a role. However, the difference in behavior is not statistically significant. Charness and Levine (2007) find strong evidence that intentions matter for both punishment and reward situations. We will review some of these findings in more detail below.

Building upon early findings by psychologists on the non-instrumental value of procedures, Blount (1995) was among the first who designed an economic experiment to analyze the effects of intentions.\footnote{Note that Blount’s studies follow the methodological requirements of economic experiments with one exception: One treatment involves deception in subjects believe that other participants (and not the experimenter) made the proposals.} She compares reactions to decisions either made by humans (perceived as intentional as humans can think about their actions and control them) or non-humans (random or natural occurrences are typically not perceived as intentional.
due to the absence of consciousness). She compares responder rejections in a standard ultimatum game with (a) rejections in a treatment in which an outside party, receiving no payoff for the game, proposed the allocation and (b) rejections in a treatment in which the proposal is said to result from a random number generator with equal probabilities. She finds rejection rates to be lowest in the random treatment, but still significantly positive.

*Charness (2004)* compares second movers’ behavior in reaction to first movers’ decisions with first movers being either human participants having an interest in the outcome (standard), having no interest (third party) or being a random machine. By analyzing a gift exchange game he finds that second mover contributions are slightly higher in the third party and random treatments than in the standard game. But positive correlation between first mover and second mover contributions is found in all three treatments, which is a contradiction to the intentions hypothesis: if intentions matter, there should be no correlation for random and third party treatments.

*Kagel et al. (1996)* study an ultimatum game in which treatments vary according to pie size and information thereon. Incomplete information treatments consist of second movers knowing both, but first movers knowing only their endowment, making it more difficult to attribute unfair intentions to the first mover. If intentions play a role, rejection rates are expected to be lower in the incomplete information treatments than in the complete ones. Indeed, *Kagel et al. (1996)* report evidence supporting the intentions hypothesis, but at the same time they also find the opposite to be true for another comparison of treatments. These observations suggest alternative interpretations including strategic considerations.

*Falk et al. (2008)* show that proposers’ intentions matter for responders’ behavior: it seems that responders wish not (only) to avoid unequal or
unfair outcomes but (also) to punish intentionally unfair proposers. The authors present three experiments which suggest that many of the observed punishments are actually triggered as a response to unkindness, not as an attempt to reduce inequality.

Charness and Levine (2007) analyze workers’ reactions to pay decisions by firms following different wage-setting procedures. Each randomly paired group consisted of 2 players, one being the firm, the other representing the worker. Firms, endowed by $12, had the choice between paying a high ($8) or a low wage ($4) to the worker. Then, a coin determined whether the economic conditions were good (bad) resulting in a worker’s wage increase (decrease) by $2. After having experienced the firms’ decisions and the coin flips, workers chose an effort level: low effort cost $1 and reduced the firm’s payoff by $4, medium effort cost workers nothing and did not change the firms’ initial payoff, and high effort cost also $1, but increased the firms’ payoff by $4. Thus, the same wage of $6 could be determined by two different procedures: high wage (good intention) coupled with bad condition and low wage (bad intention) coupled with good condition. The authors find that workers who end up receiving medium wages respond much more positively when this is due to the firm offering a high wage but bad luck lowering the worker’s pay than when the opposite holds: The firm offering a low wage and good luck raising the pay. Thus, participants’ effort levels (i.e. rates of punishment and rewards) react strongly to intentions and more modestly to distributional outcomes.

Betrayal aversion is in line with recent theoretical models and empirical evidence that people care about how outcomes come to be and about others’ intentions. Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004) study this concept by examining whether the decision to trust a stranger in a one-shot interaction is equiv-
alent to taking a risky bet, or if a trust decision entails an additional risk premium to balance the costs of trust betrayal. They state the hypothesis that it is fundamentally different to trust another person than to rely on a random device that offers the same outcomes: people are averse to being betrayed. The authors compare a binary-choice trust game with a structurally identical, binary-choice risky dictator game with good or bad outcomes and elicit individuals’ minimum acceptable probabilities of getting the good outcome such that they would prefer the pure chance for the sure payoff. Supporting their hypothesis, first movers state higher minimum acceptable probabilities in the trust game than in situations where nature determines the outcome. Bohnet et al. (2008) build upon this experimental design in testing whether betrayal aversion can be found outside the United States. In their cross-country study among Brazil, China, Oman, Switzerland, Turkey and the United States, they found people to be betrayal averse in any of these nations. The effect has been found to be most pronounced in Oman.

Although being psychological research, we discuss the work by Fukuno and Ohbuchi (2003) here as their research is strongly related to the questions raised. Their study addresses both the role of appointment procedures and that of intentions at the same time. Participants playing an ultimatum game received one of three offers: unfavorable and unequal, equal, or favorable but unequal. These offers were determined by either the other participant or by a computerized lottery, thus manipulating the arbitrariness of the role assignment procedure. The authors find that outcome acceptance is determined by distributive and procedural fairness judgments, and that these types of fairness are influenced by different situational characteristics, such as intentionality, the size, and the equality of the offer. Participants
perceive the intentional small offer as more unfair than the unintentional small offer, while they perceive the same offers as unfair in the distributive sense, regardless of intentionality. They rather reject the intentional than the unintentional small offer. Besides, people perceive the arbitrary procedure of the role assignment as highly unfair, whereas the difference of arbitrariness in role assignment procedures has no significant impact on their reactions to the offer.

3.3 The role of procedural fairness

Given that procedural fairness is an integrative part of any of the issues discussed above, we address the procedural fairness effect in a separate chapter. As pointed out before, the fair process effect is one of the most frequently replicated findings in social psychology (Van den Bos et al., 1999), and is said to be one of the most important discoveries in justice research (Van den Bos et al., 1998). Surprisingly, there is still extremely little experimental evidence for cases where the participants’ decisions have monetary consequences. The first experimental economists explicitly tackling the question of procedural fairness are Bolton et al. (2005) who show that allocations resulting from fair procedures (implemented by unbiased random procedures), are more acceptable than the same unfair outcome chosen by a third-party. Bolton et al. (2005) investigate within ultimatum games whether the allocation bias of a random fair procedure influences the ex post acceptability of the outcome of the procedure. Their main result is that settings with fair procedures leading to unequal outcomes and settings with equal outcomes seem to be equivalently treated by responders. That is, procedural fairness – even when leading to unequal outcomes – is indeed a substitute for outcome equality.
A related study is provided by Grimalda et al. (2008b), who study fairness regarding the allocation of initial opportunities by varying the probability (opportunity) that a player becomes the proposer in an ultimatum game (i.e., 0%, 1%, 20% and 50% opportunity). That is, whereas Bolton et al. (2005) analyze whether the allocation bias of a random fair procedure influences the ex post outcome acceptability, Grimalda et al. (2008b) focus on fairness prior to the unfolding of the interaction. In particular, the latter hypothesize that opportunity has a symbolic value (e.g., some kind of procedural utility) to participants. That is, responders will accept more unequal outcomes, as the procedure becomes relatively more unbiased and hence more procedurally fair. Since proposers are expected to anticipate these reactions, they will increase their demands on average. In other words, the fairer the procedure, the higher the inequality in outcomes. The authors find that a 1% probability of becoming a proposer leads to significantly lower offers and higher acceptance rates compared to the case where participants have no such a chance. By raising this probability further, the observed effect continues but is no longer significant with respect to the 1% treatment. The authors draw the conclusion that people in this setting are motivated solely by the symbolic aspect of opportunity, rather than by the actual fairness in the allocation of opportunities.

Albert and Mertins (2008) study the influence of more or less participation in the decision-making process, thus testing the procedural fairness hypothesis that more participation (higher fairness) increases acceptance of unfavorable decisions. The present paper tests this conjecture in a three-person power-to-take game. Two takers decide which fraction of the responder’s endowment to transfer to themselves; the responder decides which part of the endowment to destroy. Hence, the responder can punish greedy tak-
ers, but only at her own expense. The authors modify the game by letting the responder participate in the takers’ transfer decision and consider the effect of participation on the destruction rate. They conclude that participation matters. Responders destroy more if they (1) have no opportunity to participate in the decision-making process and (2) are confronted with highly unfavorable outcomes. This participation effect is highly significant for those responders (the majority) who show negative reciprocity (i.e., destroy more when takers are more greedy).

By focusing on procedural fairness norms the study by Dittrich and Tontrup (2008) aims on facilitating the analysis of institutional processes like administrative procedures. They recently started investigating the existence and impact of several factors related to procedural fairness norms. In their experimental setting, a decision-maker earns an entitlement to some objectively determined payoff in a real effort task. His actual payoff is, however, determined by a neutral third party, which decides based on incomplete information. Rational, risk-averse decision-makers should accept the sure offer, but many participants filed an objection against it and subsequently faced a gamble with expectations equal to the payoff determined by the neutral third party. The authors show that higher transparency of the decision process of the third party reduces objections by 40 percentage points. Their future research is intended to elicit the willingness to pay for filing an objection and for increasing the transparency of the third party’s decision process. Besides, institutional factors will be manipulated to gain insights into the sensitivity of procedural fairness norms.

Tontrup and Gaissmaier (2008) analyze the effects of perceived legitimacy of procedures on people’s willingness to cooperate. In their experimental public good game, they allow participants to vote on a set of rules
vs. imposing the same institutions exogenously. They provide statistical evidence for their hypothesis that average contributions to the public good are higher in the voting than in the control condition (85.2% vs. 58.5%). That is, participation in the procedure is sufficient to increase cooperation rates. The authors show that the size of the effect does not depend on the set of rules participants actually decided for nor on whether subjects actually received the institution they personally voted for. The authors assume the perceived legitimacy of procedures to be an important determinant of people’s willingness to cooperate with one another in social dilemmas. To provide evidence for this explanation, the authors replicate the experiment in China, since China is perceived as a country where the democratic majority rule is not seen to be particularly legitimate. As hypothesized and in sharp contrast to the results in Germany, they find no increased contributions in the voting groups of the Chinese sessions.

As mentioned before, procedural fairness is the best analyzed aspect of procedural concerns; procedural favorability has mostly been treated interchangeable as both concepts overlap to a great extent. The same is true for outcome fairness and outcome favorability. There is empirical evidence that strong correlations between individuals’ perceptions of outcome fairness and outcome favorability (e.g., Greenberg, 1994; Tyler and Caine, 1981) or even no differences at all exist (Brockner and Wiesenfeld, 1996). More recent research suggests, however, that fairness and favorability judgments do not always show the same effect (Van den Bos et al., 1997, 1998). To our knowledge, Mertins (2008) and Albert et al. (2008) are the first papers by experimental economists which explicitly differentiate between the effects of procedural satisfaction and procedural fairness judgments. Mertins (2008) finds that resistance against any feasible claim is higher if the proposer’s ap-
pointment procedure is judged to be the fairer one (in comparison to another procedure available). However, the differences in the willingness to offer resistance were not statistically significant. On the other hand, resistance differs significantly depending on whether people’s procedural preferences are satisfied or not. Surprisingly, the author cannot provide evidence for the robust fair process effect, but for the rather exceptional frustration effect (Folger 1977). That is, people rather seem to accept decisions (i.e. offer less resistance) made by proposers which they have not supported (individually or by majority vote). This observation may be explained by people asserting a claim on their behalf (i.e. demand fair treatment like a generous offer) when voting for a procedure and thus for a proposer.

4 What does economic theory say about procedures?

Due to the recent popularity of the field of behavioral and experimental economics, an impressive amount of interesting results has been produced. Concurrently, Bergh (2008) argues the supply of theoretical explanatory frameworks remained rather limited. This is particularly true for the research on procedures. Whereas increasing experimental evidence indicates that procedures matter, their impact on human decision-making still awaits a proper theoretical foundation as both, traditional economic theory and even most models of social preferences, are based on a consequentialist view (see Sobel (2005) for a survey).

One class of models of social preferences assumes that individuals maximize their utility according to well-defined preferences, but permit preferences to depend on the payoffs of others. Let us, for example, consider the theory of inequity aversion by Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and the ERC model
by Bolton and Ockenfels (2000). These models of distributional concerns assume that people’s utility depends only on outcomes and is independent from any procedures preceding the outcome. Indeed, economic models are expected to be simplified to focus the attention on the important mechanisms of behavior. However, in case of a theory of fairness, reduction to distributional fairness and thus neglect of an enormous amount of evidence on the behavioral importance of procedural fairness seems not to be adequate (see Bergh (2008) for a critical discussion).

There is another class of models of social preferences (see e.g., Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004; Rabin, 1993;) which incorporates procedural aspects in the form of perceived intentions by assuming them to trigger corresponding responses (positive or negative reciprocity). Falk and Fischbacher (2006) expand this approach by presenting a formal theory of reciprocity which takes into account both that people evaluate the kindness of an action by its consequences and also by the underlying motivation, i.e. intention. The theory explains the relevant stylized facts of a wide range of experimental games. Among them are the ultimatum game, the gift-exchange game, a reduced best-shot game, the dictator game, the prisoner’s dilemma, public good games, and the investment game. Furthermore, the theory explains why subjects behave differently in treatments where they experience the actions of real persons compared to treatments where they face actions caused by a random device.

However, both classes of theories cannot explain any observed behavior. Thus, it has repeatedly been argued that fairness models that go further by combining both intentionality and distributional concerns are needed (see e.g. Bereby-Meyer and Niederle, 2005). Besides, some recent experimental findings focusing on procedural effects can neither be explained by distribu-
tional nor by reciprocity models, resulting in the appearance of completely new theories. Grimalda et al. (2008b), for example, observe a discontinuous jump from no opportunity to 1%-opportunity. They propose a combination of inequality aversion models with Nozick’s symbolic utility. The authors note that this is not the attempt to introduce a new social utility model. However, their approach demonstrates the increasing effort to explain observed behavior associated with procedural effects. Another attempt to explain data that are neither outcome-based nor explainable by reciprocity models is the process model by Trautmann (2007). He proposes a model of individual preferences for process fairness that complements the Fehr-Schmidt model for outcome fairness. The introduction of process fairness raises issues of dynamic consistency of fairness preferences. The author discusses theoretical and policy implications of inconsistency in a dynamic decision context. He provides applications to welfare improvements and illustrates the integration of the process model in economic theory. Konow (1996, 2000) proposes a positive theory of economic fairness giving a fundamental importance to procedures and context. It is based on the accountability principle: A person’s fair allocation varies in proportion to the relevant variables she can influence, but not according to those she cannot reasonably influence.

In the context of expected utility theory and in search of a model for the utility of gambling, Le Menestrel (2001) introduces a first model of procedural utility by treating it as a qualitative argument outside the utility function. It allows distinguishing the game of payoffs presented to the individuals from the psychological game that is perceived and played. Le Menestrel (2006) introduces a game-theoretic model of rationality that combines procedural utility over actions with consequential utility over payoffs.
Thus, empirically observed cooperative behavior can be rationally explained by a procedural utility for cooperation. The conventional interpretation of the Prisoners’ Dilemma is that individuals should defect, whatever the payoff differentials between cooperation and defection. In the proposed model, mutual cooperation can emerge as the unique Ideal Nash Equilibrium when procedural utility for cooperation is sufficiently strong. Moreover, a given game of consequences may be played differently by different individuals with different procedural utility. The results of the model allow predictions about the dependence of rational behavior upon individuals and the social context. Similar work has been done by Sebald (2007a), who provides a game-theoretic framework that integrates procedural concerns into economic analysis.11

The experiment by Bolton et al. (2005) is accomplished by an extension of the ERC model to address the observed findings by meshing procedural fairness norms with allocation fairness norms. They argue the key insight is that changing the feasible outcome space, or determining the allocation by randomization, creates alternative fairness norms. The authors embed these competing norms into the ERC model by refining the reference point. They note that refining the reference points in social utility models indeed appears to be a promising research path. But since the model is extended post hoc, the experimental data cannot be considered a test. Besides, the authors view their theoretical attempt as a sketch because they want to demonstrate that a relative payoff model with a more refined reference point can, in principle, capture the observed phenomena.

A similar approach is employed by Krawczyk (2007), who also provides an extension of the ERC model, allowing for indirect modeling of reciprocal

---

11 Sebald (2007b) provides an application of the general framework.
behavior. In presenting a new model aimed at predicting behavior in games involving a randomized allocation procedure, he builds upon the central procedural fairness hypothesis (see the preceding discussion). The model is designed to capture the relative importance and interaction between procedural and distributive fairness. The author drops the consequentialist perspective by explicitly incorporating a new term into the utility function, which captures the way in which outcomes are generated. By doing so, procedural considerations including procedural fairness can be accounted for. By applying the model to ten experimental games, the author shows that the model predicts well. However, he suggests further verification of the model and possible extensions.

Bolton et al. (2005) intend to open the way to a more careful consideration of how allocation and procedural fairness interact, and to point to a role for competing fairness norms in understanding procedural fairness. They argue that different situations might systematically evoke different fairness norms, so that a practical taxonomy can be developed by identifying natural classes of games to which they apply. At the same time, they admit that even the most sophisticated models do not capture the heterogeneity of individuals’ perceptions of what is fair in games. Additionally, these models cannot be general enough to capture different fairness norms that might emerge in other, possibly more complex games.

5 Conclusion

Indeed, clear evidence for procedures influencing human decision-making exists. This survey article shows that, on the one hand, social scientists other than economists have provided a sheer bulk of empirical, experimental, and theoretical studies validating the conjecture that not only outcomes shape
human behavior but also the way in which decisions are taken. On the other hand, procedures have been neglected by economists for a long time. Recently, the economic research increased its attempts to identify procedural effects and started to build theories based on these observations.

We argue that behavioral economics may serve as an important link because it integrates insights by psychologists as well as experimental economists with neoclassical economic theory. Future economic research should make use of the experimental method, as it is able to systematically investigate economic behavior under controlled and replicable laboratory conditions. It has been argued that many experimental games are not appropriate to represent real relationships, e.g. real employment relationships (Backes-Gellner et al., 2008). Their survey shows that only recently, laboratory experiments have begun to meet these concerns by introducing additional factors like competition, social interaction or real effort. We perceive the introduction of procedural aspects as part of the same line of reasoning and argue that its implementation is already overdue.

By discussing some recent experimental findings focusing on procedural effects, we provide evidence for a promising new research agenda to be developed and to demonstrate at the same time the shortcomings of existing models. Neither traditional models nor those based on distributional or reciprocal fairness explain the observed behavior. We agree with Grimalda et al. (2008b) who argue that recent experimental results demand an altogether different conceptual approach or at least some generalization of previous economic models. But if different games systematically trigger different fairness perceptions, a general model explaining the facts without addressing the heterogeneity of fairness norms is hard to imagine. Further, Bolton et al. (2005) argue if there is no such thing as a universal fairness
or reciprocity norm to guide social behavior independent of the game, any model with a simple statement of those norms is bound to be incomplete. However, this does not mean that such models are useless. A large literature has shown that we can go a surprisingly long way with very simple models of fairness in some important classes of games. For more challenging games, systematic variations of fairness norms could be incorporated in a way that allows subsequent empirical tests and theoretical refinements.

The increasing awareness for procedures is a step in the right direction though there is still a lot to do. As long as procedures are excluded from an experimental design (e.g. by assuming a pie to appear like manna from heaven) simplistic models of human behavior might explain observations. However, when applying a more realistic approach by introducing any kind of procedures, we find strong evidence from various fields and methods that procedures do matter.
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